KTWH PROGRAMMING - April 2020, SUBJECT TO CHANGE AT ANY TIME!

LOCAL SHOWS

Contact us with your show ideas 595-6195, ktwh995@gmail.com

55 Minutes - A variety of music styles, themes & artists in one short easily digestible 55 minute package! Scott G

Blues Hus - from New Orleans to Chicago to the West coast, all blues genres have a room at the Hus, w/LeAllan E

CoverAlls - all covers, by famous & lesser-known artists across a wide range of genres from rock to jazz & more Kim L

Digital Vinyl - Kristina plays you an hour of her favorite fun classic/modern punk and alternative music

Following 61 - The "sound alternative to silence" tours hour-long musical themes, both ridiculous and sublime w/Leo

Grounds Control - weekdays morning show with variety of hosts: local events, weather and info, interviews, music

Harvest Program - a variety program covering the history of recorded music over the past 100 years, by Robert J

The High School Show - high school students fill us in on happenings at TH High School with compelling interviews

60's Roots - Rock to Motown to British Invasion and more, with George [1st Mondays still Hootenanny/folk revival]

The Hotdish Imperative - local chef Uriah Hefter shares his cooking wisdom and musical taste

Let's Talk Mental Health - Chris B spotlights mental health concerns in the local community, and resources to help.

Literally from the North Shore - readings of multi-chapter fiction & nonfiction-local, regional & classics, by Kay A

The New Beat Farm - live local music showcase, hosted by local and regional musicians Leslie B & Carl Z, Bob G

Nordic Roots, Then & Now - explores shared influences of Nordic countries, here and there, then and now, Arna R

Northwoods Archive - a musical sojourn exploring a common thread running several artists: Shane, Kristina, Kim, Peg

Saturday Morning Mix - short features of local, regional & seasonal interest, with interviews from the week's morning shows

Southern Crossroads - exploring the influence of bluegrass and blues on southern culture, by Zak W

Special Topics in Indie & New Wave - Appreciate the depth of indie/college/new wave (1979-95) with Katie W

Steel Harmony - music of varied styles with a steel guitar as an essential part of the songs, Paul H

Superior Jazz - jazz standards to emerging artists shore to get you in the groove, alt with Blues Hus, Beth A

Tale Collector - discussion of obscure/lesser known stories from various media and of varying genre, by Erika A

Veterans' Show - local veterans' services officer discusses veterans' issues & opportunities, with Vince S

What's Happening - Interviews with Community Leaders in Two Harbors. Local events, issues, projects, changes.

NON-LOCAL SHOWS: Talk or mix of talk and music [not included - a variety of non-local music shows]

51%: women's perspective on issues around environment, health, our children, politics and the arts (NE Public Radio)

All Mixed Up with Peter Bochan: an eclectic collage of great music and current-events sound bites (New York)

Alternative Radio: provides information, analyses & views frequently ignored or distorted in corporate media (CA)

Best of our Knowledge: highlights breakthroughs in education across disciplines and across the globe [Not WPR's TTBOOK]

Between the Lines: under-reported/ignored/marginalized national and international news, some NE regional

Bluegrass Review: presents bluegrass music in a lively and informative format, with frequent interviews

Cool Solutions: stories of climate action at the community level [alternates with Let’s Talk Mental Health & Got Science?]

Counterspin: critical examination of major stories every week, exposing what mainstream media might have missed

Deep Threes: eclectic instrumental soundscapes punctuated with occasional charismatic lyrical pronouncements

The Food Sleuth: thinking beyond your plates, connecting the dots between food, health and agriculture, finding food truth

Got Science?: from the Union of Concerned Scientists, channeling the power of science to make the world a better place

Indigefi: an eclectic blend of modern indigenous music (California)

Left, Right & Center: current political topics addressed by speakers from across the political spectrum (California)

New Letters: writers talking about & reading from their work: longest running broadcast of a literary radio series

Pacifica Radio Archives: selections from over six decades of radio history, all forms of radio arts

Person, Place, Thing: features a well-known guest talking about their favorite person, place and thing: live audience

Radio Curious: interviews on a curiously wide array of topics concerning life and ideas (California)

Radio Theater Project: an anthology series of dramas and comedies for radio (Washington State)

Red Barn Radio: celebrating the music of Kentucky

Sea Change: advancing the shifts to social, environmental, and economic sustainability (San Francisco)

Spirit in Action: interviews with leaders in peace, justice & "good works" about the spiritual roots of their work (Wis)

Sprouts: local radio productions of national interest, produced by community radio stations across the country

Storyland & Tell Us a Tale: a mix of stories and music for kids of all ages

This Way Out: an international news magazine of gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgender issues (California)

Upstate Radio Theater: best of old time radio, forgotten classics, obscurities, & contemporary radio dramas (NY)

With Good Reason: wide range of topics with leading scholars and featured guests (Virginia Humanities)